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As we begin to move away from ‘Velcro LSAs’, you may need some quick ideas for adapting 
work in the classroom to support learners with additional needs. Ask your class teacher to 
give you their outline planning preferably before the week begins so that you can look 
through and have a think about adapting tasks if necessary. Teachers should also provide 
some differentiated work.  

● Cut and paste – whatever the class is doing, give the pupil pictures or sentences linked 
to the lesson objective for them to sort and stick. Can include odd ones out if looking at 
science or history. This will also help with fine motor if that’s one of their targets.  

● Joining lines to match statement to picture - offer the pupil a series of pictures and 
matching statements. Can be pre-stuck in book or on a worksheet. Can be vocab linked 
to the picture e.g. body parts, armour or start and end of sentences. 

● Cloze procedure – instead of asking a pupil to write loads they can complete a 
‘comprehension’ piece by using key vocab from the lesson, either from a given bank if 
memory is an issue or ask them to remember the words themselves.  

● Sequencing – a key skill for many learning tasks. The pupil can have pictures or 
sentences to put in order. You can leave out the final part and the pupil can dictate the 
final sentence or draw the last picture. Timelines for older pupils are good if summarising 
– make if more interesting by drawing/ writing on post-its.  

● Vocab storming – using a mindmap system, have a centre word for the topic and 
encourage the child to brainstorm as many key words as possible. Words could be linked 
to topics, class book, maths etc. This will also help the child in other lessons as they will 
have key words to hand. You can get the child to write them if they are able (ensure 
words are spelt correctly) or you can scribe. Paired work with a good role model can be 
good for this, taking the demands off you.  

● Alternative ways of recording the learning – rather than expect a child with additional 
needs to write continuous narrative, it might be an idea to get them to draw comic strip 
sequences with key words, mind map, use post its for either the first, middle or last 
paragraph – this is less daunting for the child especially if you give them one part at a 
time, story mountains /frames (these help to sequence events in a story) 

● Labelling – especially if the learning objective is focused on the use of key words. Child 
can have a picture to label and perhaps write one sentence using a key word beneath.  

● Picture stimulus – especially good for creative writing rather than a blank piece of 
paper. The child can describe what they see in the picture instead (good for ASD).  

● Starting sentence – for story writing, recounts etc. The child can then continue.  
● Take the pressure off memory – if you can print out the task instructions from the 

teacher’s whiteboard or take a photo of it on an ipad – this will help the child work though 
a task while you help others. Pop back and check in with them though! 

● Provide supports for independent learning – these may include vocab mats (from 
Twinkl or made with the child), Common Exception words / high frequency words for 
spelling, 100 (or 50) square, times tables square, concrete maths equipment even in 
upper KS2, task board for the structure of the activity (I have some examples), chunk the 
work  
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● by giving the first two sums or covering the others up. You may need to teach the child to 
use these resources first, especially table squares and task boards.  

Think about what the lesson objective is – does the child really need to spend 15 minutes 
writing the date and LO? Do they need to write a whole block of text or can they list words, 
draw and label key information? Do they have to remember number bonds or times tables if 
the objective is to solve word problems? Give them spellings on a post it if the lesson is 
about creative writing. Many children become overloaded when expected to write neatly, 
remember key words and spellings as well as write a story. If you’re not sure, check with the 
teacher.  


